MAKING A DIFFERENCE:
The Tennessee Air National Guard during the Berlin Crisis, 1961-1962

by Michael E. Weaver*

From late 1961 to July 1962, members of the Tennessee Air National Guard played an important role during the Berlin Crisis and helped to prevent that confrontation from escalating into a shooting war. The Alcoa-based F-104A “Starfighter” interceptor squadron deployed to Ramstein Air Base in order to bolster the air defense of West Germany and if necessary, provide armed escort for flights to and from Berlin. Indeed, President John F. Kennedy’s use of National Guard and Reserve forces like the one from East Tennessee was critical to the peaceful resolution of the Berlin Crisis, yet their contribution to national defense remains an under-investigated aspect of American history.

On September 1, 1961, President Kennedy mobilized 35 Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve squadrons to reinforce North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces confronting the military forces of the Soviet Union.1 After months of confrontation, tensions over the divided city of Berlin reached a new high on August 19 when the government of the German Democratic Republic—East Germany—commenced construction on the Berlin Wall to halt the migration of East Germans into West Berlin.2

President Kennedy had to direct an assertive response in order to forestall armed conflict. The member nations of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) could already defend against a Soviet attack, but only if they relied on an arsenal of nuclear weapons. Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara therefore wanted to provide the president a greater range of non-nuclear military options. One way to do so was to mobilize and transport to Europe National Guard forces like those based
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in Alcoa. Toward that end McNamara asked the Senate for permission to federalize 250,000 members of the National Guard and the Army and Air Force Reserve, which it granted on August 1.

Kennedy then activated both in order to provide enough conventional military power to deter the Soviets from taking military action against NATO troops inside West Berlin. These reinforcements would also increase NATO’s chances of defeating a Soviet attack without resorting to nuclear weapons. Air National Guardsmen comprised 21,067 of those mobilized. The president sent two Army National Guard divisions to West Germany, as well. The resultant transatlantic deployment of Air National Guard assets was called “Stair Step.” Altogether 216 fighter jets made their way to bases in France and Germany, the first of which arrived in Europe on October 30 and were ready to fly combat missions by the end of the year.

One of the Guard squadrons was the 151st Fighter Interceptor Squadron of the 134th Fighter Group stationed at McGhee-Tyson Air Force Base just south of Knoxville across from the Alcoa Aluminum plant. Established as a new unit on December 15, 1957, the 134th replaced an Air Force unit, the 355th Fighter Group, which had flown F-86D Sabre interceptors until its deactivation on that same day. A reserve component of Air Defense Command, the Air National Guard tasked the 151st with protecting Oak Ridge in the event of a Soviet bomber attack.

During the fall of 1961, personnel of the 151st, along with other residents of the Knoxville area, followed regular news coverage about the Berlin confrontation and were alarmed as the news from Europe worsened. “Pictures of the Week” included a photograph of the barbed wire and concrete fence posts that now divided Berlin. Americans remained focused on the conflict as the United States, Canadian, and Royal Air Forces conducted Operation Sky Shield II, the grounding of all commercial air traffic for twelve hours while air defense interceptors like those out of McGhee-Tyson practiced intercepts against 250 American and British bombers. Eight days later readers gasped at Swedish assertions that they had detected the explosion of a 50-megaton Soviet hydrogen bomb. War appeared even closer when Soviet tanks pointed their cannons at the American sector of Berlin and American tanks responded in kind.

The Knoxville News-Sentinel ran a series of front-page articles on nuclear warfare under the headline “You Can Survive a Nuclear Attack.” As the squadron prepared for the deployment, American Army trucks nervously made their way to Berlin to “test . . . Communist Chief Walter Ulbricht’s claims of sovereignty over Allied access routes.” A half-million troops of the Warsaw Pact conducted maneuvers and America wondered if they were a precursor to war.

The crisis had been brewing since 1958 but was dramatically escalated during the 1961 summit in Vienna between President John F. Kennedy and Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev. At that meeting, Khrushchev demanded an end to Germany’s divided condition as well as a resolution to Berlin’s status as an occupied city. Otherwise the Soviets would sign a separate peace with East Germany, which would dissolve the NATO countries’ access rights to Berlin. The importance of Berlin was highlighted in part by the fact that East Berliners were migrating to West Germany through the western sector of Berlin by the thousands, a humiliating indictment of the communist system. Dean Acheson, a special advisor to Kennedy on European affairs, warned the president of Berlin’s importance to the United States and argued that “the prestige of the United States and perhaps its very survival” were at stake.
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Acheson recommended a gradual military buildup that summer, including a call-up of reservists. Kennedy followed this advice, and began to carry it out through public addresses, diplomacy, and military action. Eighty-five percent of the American people thought that a continued American military presence in Berlin was worth risking war. In the face of Soviet threats of war if U.S. forces remained in Berlin, Kennedy nonetheless believed that by mobilizing the reserves it was possible to forestall a military confrontation. The president remained worried that the conflict could intensify into a war, so avoiding escalation became his goal and mobilizing the reserves was a means to deter armed conflict, not win it.

Thus Air National Guard (ANG) interceptors were deployed to Europe with the same mission—deterring war—they had in the United States. Since the Soviets’ intercontinental ballistic missile force was still in its infancy, long-range bombers remained the primary threat. Air Defense Command protected American airspace from attack and Air National Guard interceptors formed the primary air defense force in places where fewer Air Force fighters were stationed. A total of 112 fighters from 56 Air Force squadrons served as the vanguard of continental air defense in 1961, but 50 jets from 25 Air National Guard squadrons were also on “alert,” fueled and armed, ready to take off in less than five minutes to shoot down Soviet bombers. Two more jets and seven pilots were available as well from each squadron. Although some planners in Air Force leadership expressed serious doubts as to the capabilities of Guardsmen in the air defense mission, the USAF Chief of Staff, General Thomas D. White, was more optimistic as to their abilities. As a result, the Air Force integrated Air National Guard (ANG) squadrons into plans for air defense: “It is recommended that a concerted effort be directed toward close coordination with the ANG to assure them of their value in the defense system… In addition, operational exercises should be planned so that the ANG units can participate to the maximum degree possible.” The tactics used for defending US airspace were similar to those in Europe, so the Tennessee Air National Guard and its 20 F-104 Starfighters were prepared to contribute to the air defense of West Germany.

With these new aircraft the Alcoa squadron was able to carry out its mission better than most Guard interceptor squadrons in the South. The majority of the region’s Air National Guard interceptor units still flew F-86Fs, a jet that lacked the performance or weapons capability necessary to intercept and shoot down invading bombers reliably, so Tennessee was at the forefront of combat readiness when it received the new jets. Having flown F-86D and L Sabres from December 1957 to June 1960, the squadron transitioned to the F-104A on June 15. This was part of an effort to improve the Air National Guard’s capabilities. Toward that end, pilots now met the same standards as their active duty counterparts and as of July 1, 1960, the Guardsmen were to be “trained and operationally utilized insofar as possible in the same manner as regular squadrons,” which turned out to be a challenge. The Air Force wanted the Guard pilots to fly at least 17 hours a month, but National Guard squadrons seldom met that goal.

Tennessee’s fighter squadron, however, was one of the best, and the Air Force tapped it for active duty for that reason. The men of the 151st had been flying their newest mount for less than 18 months when they received orders on October 9 to enter active service on the first of November. The News-Sentinel’s banner headline that morning noted that the squadron was “considered one of the most combat ready units in the nation and is one of the top-ranked flying groups in the Air National Guard.” It never fell below the standard of “C-2 operationally ready.”

The Tennessee Guardsmen had anticipated that they were liable for active service since July 15, when Kennedy announced his intention to federalize several Air National Guard squadrons for deployment to Europe. In fact, the 134th/151st had been one of the original units told to stand ready for mobilization, and although they were initially informed that they would remain stateside the Air Force soon reversed that decision. When warned on October 9, most of the National Guard had already been alerted, but the 134th now had just three weeks until federal duty. In preparation for federalization the group added another weekend of training. One-hundred-fifty guardsmen began working full-time on October 16 to help prepare for the deployment. Approximately six officers and men left for Germany on November 8 to help set up the air base for the arrival of the rest of the squadron. The president also mo-
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bibilized the F-104A squadrons from South Carolina and Arizona.15

Although the mobilization came suddenly, the Guardsmen responded enthusiastically to federalization, with “less than four percent” asking to be exempt from the call-up. Many of them accepted considerable pay cuts as a result of the mobilization. If one was a college student, however, as were many from the 134th/151st, mobilization was good for the pocketbook. Forty-four of the Guardsmen were students at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville and had to leave their classes for active duty. The University extended every courtesy to the mobilized students, either offering them half credit or a full refund of their tuition fees. Others left lucrative jobs, such as Lieutenant Cecil Meek, Jr., and Captain John Ayers, both of whom were assistant district attorneys. They understood the “necessity for their service.”16 Many were chomping at the bit. Major Joseph Davenport, an owner of a liquor store and a used car lot, explained that “When the bosses in Washington say the word, I’m sure all of the fellows feel like I do: ’Let’s go.’ We’re ready for combat, if that is what is going to be necessary to let the Russians and the world know we aren’t to be pushed around.” Captain James Mingie, a construction engineer and former bomber pilot, added, “I’m ready to go. I expected it and I think it’s time we got a little firm with the commies.”17

Tennessee’s Guardsmen formally mobilized on November 1 for a year of service. Leaving in groups rather than as a single deployment, a total of 450 deployed to Ramstein Air Base in the Federal Republic of Germany. The mobilization began with paperwork and the issuance of weapons at McGhee-Tyson. Guardsmen received winter uniforms, and officers, many of them new second lieutenants, purchased enough additional uniforms to last an entire year. By November 22, only 200 Guardsmen remained at McGhee-Tyson following the departure of 150 others in an Air Force transport. The Air Force wished to keep their destination a complete secret until everyone had reached their overseas base, but “departures [had] become common knowledge through families and friends of those who have already gone overseas, or are going shortly.” The local newspaper reported that they were bound for Bitburg Air Base, but they were actually destined for Ramstein, a fact clarified by the 25th of November. Orders to rush to the air base for the flight to West Germany often came


Many National Guard wives followed their husbands to Europe, where the couples paid out of pocket for apartments in nearby villages. The commercial flight alone cost “nearly $700.00 per adult, children somewhat less.” Whether to follow and keep the family in the same place or keep the family at home in familiar surroundings was normally “the first decision for the married Guardsman and his wife.” Families often struggled with reduced incomes while credit tightened. Most vexing was the attitude of unethical mechanics, the inaccessibility of National Guard rules on families’ rights and benefits, and appliances that broke at the most inopportune times. Nevertheless, morale overseas thrived even though the Tennesseans missed their families. They were pleased to be at a well-equipped base and were plenty busy. Their Air Force hosts scheduled sightseeing trips and welcomed them onto their sports teams. They also informed the Guardsmen not to be surprised if German families took them into their homes during Christmas, and warned them that some of the young women who made romantic advances to them were in all likelihood East German spies.21

The goal of the military buildup was to persuade the Soviets from interfering with Allied access to Berlin. Major Robert W. Aiken, the squadron commander, considered the mission of the National Guard reinforcements to be “serving the cause of peace just as effectively as any Strategic Air Command bomber on 15-minute alert.” These Guardsmen from East Tennessee were tasked with shooting down any hostile aircraft which might attack from the eastern side of the iron curtain: “The primary mission is to prepare for and conduct air defense operations and day fighter operations as directed.”22

They would do so under the close radar guidance of American and German “fighter directors,” to use the German term, directing intercepts from ground radar stations. More specifically, they were to be ready to take off from Ramstein within 15 minutes of receiving orders to do so, primarily to protect unarmed aircraft flying in the Berlin air corridors from Soviet fighters.23 Over the course of the deployment the Tennesseans exceeded the standards set by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Their arrival at this combat capability in the F-104 took a round-about path.

The Starfighter had its origins in a 1950 Air Force requirement for a “high performance, multipurpose fighter.” The design evolved into an “air superiority weapon,” one that could destroy enemy aircraft in the air and dominate airspace. By 1956, Lockheed was proposing equipping the F-104 with the capability of dropping a nuclear bomb, just in case the Air Force needed it to do so in an “emergency,” citing its exceptional speed as an asset for this bombing mission. Although originally intended as a weapon against rival Soviet fighters, the Starfighter first entered service with the Air Defense Command in 1958, which wanted 157 of the jets for continental defense against Soviet bombers. These would serve as interim interceptors between the F-102 and F-106. Its speed and climbing capability would ensure that no Soviet bomber could escape from it, but the Air Force soon realized that it had tasked the ’104 with a mission it was ill-suited to perform. Starfighters lacked the internal space for the avionics necessary for an air defense interceptor, and it could not carry the radar or fire control black boxes required for radar-guided missiles for finding and shooting down aircraft at night. There was no way it could destroy a bomber which escaped into cloud cover. Lockheed even tried to persuade the Air Force to purchase an improved all-weather version which would utilize as its main weapon an MB-1 “Genie” air-to-air rocket with a nuclear warhead, but the Air Force opted to stick with the F-106 as its penultimate interceptor. Thus the Air Force transferred its F-104s to the Air National Guard after just two years of active duty service.24

The F-104 by its appearance looks like a highly capable, intimidating aircraft. Exceptionally fast by any standard, it had the speed and power to enable it to standby
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at an airfield, launch in less than five minutes, and with the throttle wide open, intercept potentially hostile aircraft as far away as 170 miles from its home base just nine minutes after takeoff, but shorter ranges of around 110 miles were more realistic. At a more modest power setting and lower velocity, the jet might reach out as far as 300 miles from its base. Because of its speed, the Starfighter would be on top of any adversary before it reached its target, whether in East Tennessee or West Germany. At maximum power it tore through the sky at 1.8 times the speed of sound, roughly 1,200 miles per hour. Nothing could get above an F-104 since it could sustain flight at 55,000 feet. Its small size made it difficult for other aircraft to see, giving it the advantage of getting to fire on an adversary before he could react. Its weapons systems were functional for the day, with its radar providing the pilot intercept guidance from beyond visual range for attacks from behind, two GAR-8 “Sidewinder” missiles—its primary armament—able to home on the heat of an aircraft’s engine exhaust, and a 20 millimeter Gatling gun for use inside the missile’s minimum range.

Tactics were simple. The fighter director vectored a pair so that the enemy aircraft would pass in front of the F-104 on a course 90 degrees across the nose of the fighter, at which point he would direct a 90 degree turn so that the Starfighter would arrive astern the enemy 12 miles to the rear with a speed advantage of 3:2. The pilot would position his jet dead astern and slightly below the target so as to give his radar nothing but sky and the target to look at, thereby avoiding ground interference. If he had to fire his GAR-8s, he needed to be closer than 2 miles at 20,000 feet of altitude, and at least 5 miles behind at 50,000. By the book, the pilot fired his starboard missile “at maximum range,” firing the second missile only if the first failed to kill the invading aircraft. The distance from East Germany to the other side of West Germany—anywhere from 120-150 miles—made speed an even greater requirement. Altogether, the F-104 could react quickly enough to challenge airborne intruders over West Germany, the small size of which magnified the need for a fast reaction, hence the name “Quick Reaction Alert” for jets which sat ready for launch on runways all over western Europe. The Tennessee squadron had routinely practiced similar missions over the southeastern United States. Although the Starfighter was fast as well as difficult to see, the pilots from Alcoa had to account for several performance and maneuvering limitations inherent to the F-104. The jet was optimized for fighting in clear air masses, preferably during daylight hours, since its missiles had to “see” the infrared radiation from the enemy aircraft’s engine. Night flying was feasible, but the jet was not ideal for night intercepts. The interceptor’s radar could track an enemy bomber under all weather conditions, but it could only fire its missiles in clear air. F-104s could not effectively engage enemy fighters in close-in turning combat (dogfights) because its minimum turning radius was so great, anywhere from 4 to 12 miles at supersonic speeds. At subsonic speeds “the turning capability becomes poor and is suitable only for non-combat operations.” Moreover, the jet suffered from “pitch-up” difficulties, in which it could find itself in a nose-up attitude and unable to regain controlled flight because the wings masked the control surfaces. Therefore, if it challenged Soviet fighter aircraft, it would have to restrict itself to high speed slashing hit and run attacks with missiles and guns. One unusual characteristic is that its “turning capability at supersonic speeds is outstanding,” although that still meant very wide turns. The huge turn radius meant that ground controllers were necessary to steer the jet toward its target; pilots had to begin turns before they could even see the enemy aircraft. Its one advantage here was that it could attack vertically from below as well as above and behind since its engine produced so much excess power. Furthermore, its pilots could run-down or run away from nearly all of its opponents, except one, the Soviet Mig-21, a superior aircraft.

In 1965, the Americans obtained a Mig-21 tactics manual and noticed that the Soviets compared and contrasted their newest weapon against the F-104. The Soviet jet proved superior in every respect: maneuverability, speed, and acceleration. The turning radius of the Mig-21 was half that of the Starfighter. The Soviet fighter could still catch an F-104 if the American jet tried to out-climb it. At 40,000 feet, the Mig-21 could reach the top speed of an F-104 in 2 minutes; the Starfighter would require another minute to catch up. Had the Tennesseans fought this newest example of Soviet technology over central Europe, they would have had to count on superior piloting skills in order to win. At times it looked like the East Tennessee Guardsmen might have to escort passenger aircraft through the air corridors to airports in Berlin. In August 1961, the Soviets accused NATO of flying subservive individuals into Berlin, thereby violating the agreement between the powers which governed air access to the city. In early 1962, the Soviets began to harass NATO aircraft flying to and from Berlin. On the March 7, for instance, Soviet Mig-21s tormented a Royal Air Force Pembroke, a slow, propeller-driven transport aircraft by flying around it, making sudden turns in front of it, and approaching to within 100 yards. An American C-130 endured similar harassment on the March 22. The Soviets frequently held exercises in the air corridors, notifying NATO that “safety of flight would not be guaranteed.” Soviet fighters even buzzed a British airliner on March 30. February and March were the two worst months of Soviet


harassment, but the Soviets were never able to prevent flights of British, French, and American aircraft from reaching Berlin. Had NATO commanders so directed, the squadron from Alcoa would have escorted NATO aircraft to Berlin. They never did. General Lauris Norstad, Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, believed that armed escorts would escalate the crisis and would use up the alliance’s “last trump before actual fighting.” Besides, Soviet harassment had not stopped air travel to Berlin, so why react?30

Had they been called upon to do so, the 151st could have responded when they first arrived in December, but the squadron did not achieve full combat capability until May 1962. In a January 1962 evaluation, the squadron intercepted 100 percent of its targets, and evaluators made note of the “thoroughly competent, aggressive and professional performance by all sections of” the squadron.31 The Air Force had scheduled it for 1,515 flying hours from January through March, but the squadron achieved only 65 percent of that goal.32 All of its pilots were ready for combat, but twelve out of 20 airframes suffered from mechanical difficulties, so the squadron could not be considered fully combat-ready. Things were not much better the next month, when only five of ten jets still at Ramstein were flyable.

Twenty-one pilots and ten aircraft deployed to Wheelus Air Base in Libya in February to practice firing weapons in the more favorable weather of the Mediterranean, a deployment that suggested the crisis had passed the moment of greatest danger. Six pilots remained at Ramstein. Most of the deployed jets remained air-worthy, but two collided with each other over Libya, killing both pilots in the process, and a third crashed because of an engine failure. Once the rest of the squadron returned to Germany, none of the jets were fully functional. They suffered from ejection seat and landing gear problems, as well as malfunctions of the missile firing system. In April, the readiness rate went up to ten aircraft out of 17, but then all were grounded when maintenance crews discovered that their landing gear doors would not close properly following takeoff.

The squadron finally began to contribute consistently to the air defense of West Germany in May when all but two of the jets were flyable. It was declared “C-1, fully operationally ready,” even receiving the Air Force Outstanding Unit Award, but that rating fell to “C-2, operationally ready” the next month because it did not have enough aircraft.33 Major Aiken found that efforts to extend the endurance of the F-104s through the use of under-wing fuel tanks hurt morale and prevented pilots from flying the aircraft to the limits of what it was made for—speed. “It was our belief that the satisfaction of operating the aircraft in its best environment—the high supersonic attach[sic]—is a contagious spirit that spreads throughout the unit, and ultimately affects the morale of every man.”34

Further suggesting that war was not imminent, four of the squadron’s jets flew to Creel Air Base in France as a goodwill deployment after the return from Libya and for practice with the air force of that NATO ally. Since their deployment went smoothly, four of the jets flew to Oslo, Norway to commemorate the “fiftieth anni-
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versary of the Norwegian Air Force.” Indeed, the Deputy Chief of Mission in Berlin observed that the Soviet diplomats had backed down: “I am inclined to believe that it marks the full end of the wall crisis and that we have won this round.”

May was a great month for the squadron as Air Force evaluators rated it the best Air National Guard squadron in Europe along with its sister F-104 unit, the 197th Fighter Interceptor Squadron from South Carolina. Such a rating is not hard to understand. With just 17 jets, the Tennessee Air National Guard completed 576 flights and successfully intercepted its practice targets 90 percent of the time, a success rate better than any other squadron—active or Air National Guard—in central Europe. The attention of the mechanics made this accomplishment possible. The jets were ready to fly 98 percent of the time, and by the end of May all of the F-104s were “in commission.” Tennessee’s fighter squadron also set a record of 836 flying hours for the month. The Guardsmen who maintained the jets had collected a more comprehensive set of spare parts to get the jets in the air after readiness collapsed in January due to parts shortages. Most impressive was the squadron’s ability to refuel aircraft that had just landed from a mission in just eight minutes. Good weather enabled it to really get into a groove. Because the pilots were able to complete their flights in the morning—sometimes two by each pilot—the maintenance troops had all afternoon to work on the jets. By the end of the month they were only working eight hours a day, and yet nearly all of the jets were ready to fly every day. On May 31, the Air Division told the squadron that breaking its flying time record was in reach; twenty-one flight hours that day took them over the top. “The final…report of the day showed one aircraft non O/R [operationally ready]. We were washing it.”

The squadron’s success was not surprising given the veteran composition of its personnel. Its commander, Lieutenant Colonel Robert W. Aiken, had been an instructor pilot during World War II and completed 30 combat missions in the F-104’s predecessor, the F-86F, in the Korean War. Other pilots flew for the airlines and had extensive experience in jet aircraft. They averaged an impressive 1,400 flying hours each, with the least-experienced pilot having logged 700. The squadron was a judicious mix of “old head” fliers, including two with combat experience, and newer airmen. National Guard units also included an officer from the Air Force who served as an advisor. In the case of the 151st that officer was Lieutenant Colonel William E. Pickron, a veteran of over 400 combat flying hours in World War II plus additional combat experience in jets over Korea. Pickron had nothing but praise for the squadron: “I have never been in a better outfit. The maintenance [of the aircraft] is excellent and the overall combat readiness of this unit is amazing.” Several dozen of the officers and airmen who served
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had begun to equip the National Guard with progressively more capable aircraft in the late 1950s, and the Dagger was “first-line equipment.” The Alcoa unit gained a new mission fourteen months later when it began flying KC-97 aerial refueling aircraft in April 1964. It has continued the air-refueling mission to this day.40

The efforts of the National Guard and Reserve pleased many in Washington. Speaking before Congress, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara concluded, “We are convinced that the rapid buildup in our conventional forces made possible by the call-up of the Reserves has done much to stabilize the Berlin situation.” He added, “I don’t believe there is any action that has been taken that more clearly demonstrated the strength, the will, and the firmness of purpose of this nation than the call-up of those units.” Guardsmen nationwide took pride in their performance, as many outside of that institution had accused them of being nothing more than “a money-wasting, obsolescent boondoggle manned by raw amateurs and pot-bellied politicians.”41 In fact, the Air National Guard executed Stair Step “much more rapidly than originally planned,” without any accidents or deaths of aircrew. Furthermore, the Air National Guard had been tasked to prepare to fly to well-equipped overseas bases during a crisis, but during the Berlin Crisis, they had to fly to airbases that had only recently been reopened and were not quite prepared to support their operations. Major General Winston Wilson of the National Guard Bureau beamed that “this was the largest deployment of tactical aircraft since World War II.” General Harvey Alness remarked, “I don’t know how you can tell Air Guardsmen from Regulars anymore.” The Air Force in Europe appreciated the F-104’s capabilities, and brought over a squadron of its own Starfighters soon thereafter. Air Force Chief of Staff General Curtis LeMay called the effort “truly professional.” After he retired, however, he said “they just weren’t what I would call combat ready.” Air National Guard squadrons did not arrive in Europe fully trained for their missions. Once there, they had to begin several rounds of training in order to truly contribute to the defense of Western Europe. For that reason, Air Force leaders recommended that active duty forces stationed in the continental United States carry out future reinforcement missions instead of Air National Guard formations.42

Back in the states, the commander of Air Defense Command had already endorsed the Air National Guard’s capabilities, calling it “an integral part of our total capability . . . organized, trained, and inspected exactly like our active duty units. Our ANG units . . . [are] capable of instant action.”43 As for the capabilities of the 134th Fighter Group, given time to maintain its jets and train adequately, it was a very good combat unit that was ready to fly, fight, and if necessary deploy overseas. It did not have the ability, however, to quickly sustain flight operations from an overseas base once it got there. After a number of weeks, once it settled into a routine at Ramstein, it out-performed its peers. It did the same, given time, after it returned to Alcoa. It met the standards for combat readiness that Air Defense Command set about a month after coming back to the United States. A number of continuities with current Air National Guard issues can be seen in the Berlin Crisis. When mobilization threatened, some Guardsmen tried to obtain waivers out of their service obligation, so the National Guard Bureau asked that the government prevent its personnel from leaving the National Guard. The Berlin Crisis warned everyone—employers, Guardsmen, their families, and the public—of the likelihood and challenges of long Guard deployments overseas. Air National Guard units were not fully ready for a short-notice overseas deployment; witness
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the difficulties Knoxville’s squadron experienced when called to duty. Active duty meant a stripping of state identity. Crewmen replaced the letters “Tenn Air Guard” painted on the jets’ fuselages with the generic “U.S. Air Force.” That the Air National Guard story is not well-known continues a trend of United States history: that of burying and obscuring the contributions of reservists within the history of active duty forces.

The composition of the Tennessee Air National Guard pilots also illustrates a discontinuity with the past and the new nature of the Air National Guard. In effect, the Tennessee Air National Guard’s officer corps were national reservists; they were not carrying on the local militia tradition. Their origins were in 25 different states. Most were college graduates with degrees from the Universities of Florida, New Hampshire, and Miami, for instance. Two opportunities drew them to Alcoa: the chance to fly the hottest jet in the arsenal, and the proximity of the University of Tennessee’s graduate school. Some however, like Captain Bob Ruthstein of Chicago, had grown quite fond of his new home: “The farther I get away from East Tennessee, the less I like it. If we have to leave East Tennessee, I would prefer to be overseas.” The great majority of the enlisted ranks and the non-flying officers were still locals and were a hodge-podge of businessmen, teachers, pharmacists, police and firemen, and a surgery resident at the University of Tennessee Hospital.

NATO generals who considered the deployment of Air National Guard squadrons to have been a failure and a waste of time because of their difficulties in reaching the combat ready status of active duty squadrons were mistaken. The purpose of this use of National Guard squadrons like McGhee-Tyson’s was not purely military in nature. President Kennedy mobilized the Air and Army National Guard as a political-diplomatic act designed to show the Kremlin that he was deadly serious about resolving the Berlin Crisis short of appeasement. The mobilization of the Reserve Forces was designed to create an environment which would make it worth Khrushchev’s while to solve his disagreements with the NATO countries through negotiation, not intimidation and armed conflict. Indeed, as soon as the Air National Guard squadrons arrived in Europe, the Air Force began to plan for their return to the United States. The deployment was no bluff, but the assumption of a return stateside within a few months suggests that policymakers considered war with the Soviet Union possible, but not probable. In that light the squadron from East Tennessee contributed to the stability of central Europe in a manner that was out of proportion to its size or its immediate combat readiness. Chancellor Konrad Adenauer remarked to President Kennedy that the rapid reinforcement of NATO forces by United States Reservists was the great factor that persuaded Khrushchev to bring his threats of war to an end. Although Khrushchev spewed hostile rhetoric even as negotiations continued during the summer of 1962, it took the crisis over Cuba to bring the superpowers to the brink of war. The Berlin Crisis finally subsided in January 1963 when Khrushchev summarily announced “that the wall itself . . . had produced a satisfactory result.”
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